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Introduction
My name is Taryn Fransen and I am a Senior Fellow in the Global Climate Program at the World
Resources Institute (WRI). WRI is a non-profit, non-partisan environmental think tank that goes beyond
research to provide practical solutions to the world’s most urgent environment and development
challenges. My work at WRI focuses on national and global greenhouse gas emissions pathways and
policies; greenhouse gas accounting, monitoring, reporting, and verification; climate change policy in
major economies; and the international climate change negotiations. I have been a lead author of the
UNEP Emissions Gap Report since its third edition in 2012.
I have been invited to testify today on the state of global climate action: Where greenhouse gas
emissions are today, where they are headed under our current policies and pledges under the Paris
Agreement, and what more is needed to ensure we deliver on our pledges and keep ramping up action
to limit warming to 1.5°C (2.7°F).
I will focus my testimony on three main points:
Summary
(1) The domestic policies that countries around the world have adopted to date put the planet on
track to warm by 2.8°C (5.0°F). The latest international commitments for 2030 under the Paris
Agreement go a bit further, limiting warming to 2.7°C (4.9°F). And if countries achieve their
pledges to drive net emissions to zero by mid-century, warming could be limited to 2.2°C (4.0°F). 1
(2) These figures are a remarkable improvement from where we were before the Paris Agreement,
when warming was estimated in the range of 4°C (7.2°F) 2, but even a 2.2°C (4.0°F) future
represents a grave threat to Americans’ health and economic well-being. Changing that future
requires us to rapidly transform the systems that propel our global economy, including power
generation, buildings, industry, transport, land-use, and agriculture.
(3) Congress is currently facing a unique, once-in-a-generation opportunity to pass strong climate
policy and investments as part of the Build Back Better Act and the bipartisan Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act, positioning the United States to deliver on its commitments under the
Paris Agreement. Congress must seize this moment and do its part.
Where are global greenhouse gas emissions today, and where are they headed under current policies?
Global greenhouse gas emissions grew on average 1.3 per cent per year over the last decade to reach a
record high of 58.1 GtCO2e in 2019. 3 While the COVID-19 pandemic led to an unprecedented drop in
emissions during 2020, in the range of 5.8 to 6.3 percent, this decline stemmed from a temporary
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economic slow-down, and emissions are on the rise again. This year (2021), emissions are expected to
roughly match pre-pandemic levels. 4
Countries are increasingly putting in place policies to change this trend. At last count, 3 out of 4
countries had framework climate legislation in place, and the number of climate policies in action
throughout the world had risen to around 1,800. 5 The expansion of climate policies over the past
decade has reduced projected 2030 emissions by about 14 percent.
Current policies are likely to limit warming to 2.8°C (5.0°F). While this is a remarkable improvement
relative to the 4°C (7.2°F) estimated prior to the adoption of the Paris Agreement, the consequences for
Americans will still be serious. To date, average annual temperatures have risen by just 1°C (1.8°F)
across the contiguous United States, and already, the average heat wave season in many cities is now 40
days longer than it was 50 years ago, heavy precipitation events have become more frequent and
intense across most of the country, and drier conditions have combined with warming to contribute to
an increase in large forest fires in the West and Alaska. 6 These and other impacts will become more
severe with every additional fraction of a degree of warming, potentially to the tune of 3.6 – 4.2 per
cent of GDP. 7
How much progress are we making under the Paris Agreement?
Under the Paris Agreement, countries must commit to deeper emissions reductions at least every five
years. The second round of pledges – following the first round that took place when the Agreement was
adopted in 2015 – is now ongoing in the lead-up to COP26 in Glasgow. So far, 145 countries have
submitted new or updated emissions-reduction pledges for 2030. 8 These pledges, together with further
reductions that countries have announced informally, would reduce emissions by around 4 gigatons
CO2-equivalent relative to the first round, 9 more than the total annual emissions of India. 10 That more
than doubles the impact of 2030 pledges compared to the first round, and would limit warming to 2.7°C
(4.9°F). However, we still need to reduce 2030 emissions by 7 times more in order to match the leastcost pathway to 1.5°C (2.2°F).
In addition to these 2030 pledges, countries are also increasingly recognizing the need to achieve netzero emissions by mid-century – that is, to reduce emissions as far as possible, and then ensure that any
remaining emissions are counter-balanced by carbon removals, for example, via forests or technological
carbon dioxide removal. It is critical to understand that if we do not reach net-zero emissions, warming
will not stop – at any level. Sixty-five countries to date, including both the United States and China, have
made net-zero pledges. 11 Germany and Sweden aim to reach net-zero by 2045, Iceland by 2040, and
Finland by 2035 – 5, 10, and 15 years earlier than the United States, respectively. If these pledges are
delivered, we could limit warming to around 2.2°C (4.0°F).
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Figure 1 | Global GHG emissions and temperature outcomes under current policies and pledges

Source: UNEP, “Emissions Gap Report 2021.”

How much more do global greenhouse gas emissions need to be reduced to avoid the most dangerous
impacts of climate change?
Projected emissions in 2030 under current pledges are one-third higher than the median in scenarios
consistent with limiting warming to 2°C (3.6°F), and more than double the median in scenarios
consistent with limiting warming to 1.5°C (2.7°F) (Table 1). To match the least-cost pathway consistent
with limiting warming to 2°C (3.6°F), we would need to reduce emissions by 4.7 percent per year from
2019 to 2030, and to 1.5°C (2.7°F), 12.4 percent per year. If we had begun reducing emissions a decade
ago, we could have pursued this transition somewhat more gradually, but now we have given ourselves
no choice other than fast, steep reductions. 12
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If global emissions had begun to fall a decade ago, they would need to fall 1.7 per cent per year to limit warming to 2° C
(3.6°F) and 3.3 per cent per year to limit warming to 1.5° C (2.7°F).
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Table 1 | Projected Emissions and Size of Emissions Gap in 2030 (GtCO2e, median, 10th percentile and
90th percentile)
Scenario
Current policy
Unconditional NDCs 13
Conditional NDCs
Below 2°C (3.6°F)
Below 1.5°C (2.7°F)

2030 Emissions
55 (52-58)
52 (49-55)
50 (46-52)
39 (33-49)
25 (17-33)

2030 Emissions Gap
Gap to below 2°C (3.6°F)
Gap to below 1.5°C (2.7°F)
15 (12-18)
30 (28-33)
13 (10-16)
28 (25-30)
11 (7-13)
25 (22-28)

Source: UNEP, “Emissions Gap Report 2021.”

What specific changes are needed to limit warming to 1.5°C (2.7°F)?
The latest climate science makes clear that decision-makers must accelerate transformations toward a
net-zero carbon emissions future at a far faster pace than recent trends to keep the window open to
achieve the 1.5˚C (2.7˚F) goal. 14 These rapid, far-reaching transformations must occur across every
sector – shifting how we power our homes and businesses, transport people and goods, grow our food,
construct buildings, protect our forests and much more.
In a report launched earlier this morning, my colleagues translate these transformations required to
avoid the worst climate impacts into 40 key indicators, or benchmarks for 2030 and 2050. The report
assesses recent global progress towards these benchmarks and identifies how much work remains to be
done to deliver a zero-carbon world in time.
Important progress toward meeting some of these benchmarks, particularly in the transport sector, is
already well underway here in the United States, as well as in key U.S. allies and competitors. For
example, McKinsey estimates that if U.S. electric vehicle (EV) adoption continues to accelerate, EVs will
make up half of U.S. passenger car sales by 2030. 15 Incentives and significant investment in EV
infrastructure under consideration by Congress could further that acceleration. And the United States is
not alone. Having announced its intent to phase out internal combustion engine vehicles, 16 China is
aiming for 20 percent of sales to be EVs by 2025, equivalent to 7 million vehicles. 17 The city of Shenzhen
(population 12.5 million) has already switched to 100 percent electric buses 18 and is in the process of
electrifying its taxi fleet. While we are not yet on track to achieve the benchmark of 75 to 95 percent of
sales by 2030, this does represent meaningful progress by two of the world’s largest economies.
On the power front, we know that we must increase the share of renewables in electricity generation to
55 to 90 percent by 2030 and 98 to 100 percent by 2050 to keep 1.5˚C in sight. Here too, there has been
progress both at home and abroad: The United States has committed to reaching 100 percent clean
13
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electricity by 2035, installing 35 gigawatts of new renewable generating capacity in 2020 alone By the
end of January 2021, the United States had 169 gigawatts of wind and solar capacity. 19 China,
meanwhile, committed $818 billion to renewable energy capacity from 2010-2019 — more than double
the U.S. sum of $392 billion. 20 India is also pursuing an ambitious clean energy future, aiming to
quintuple its renewable capacity to 450 gigawatts by 2030, 21 even as it endeavors to bring reliable
electricity to 30 million people who do not yet have it. 22
But it is not enough only to invest more in clean technology – we must also eliminate emissions from
dirty technologies and put a stop to the activities that cause climate change. For instance, to meet 2030
objectives, the world must phase out unabated coal electricity generation five times faster than current
trends. Eliminating subsidies to fossil fuels would be a good place to start – the United States has
committed nearly three times as much support to fossil fuels as to clean energy since the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic. 23 Likewise, we must also cut the rate of deforestation by 70 percent (relative to
2018), requiring a total U-turn in our current practices.
Ultimately, none of the 40 key indicators assessed in the new report are yet on track to reach their
benchmarks (Figure 2). But as we look to change this picture, we are not starting from a standstill – 25 of
the 40 indicators are already moving in the right direction, albeit too slowly. The right policies and
investments in the United States can do a lot to accelerate progress.
Figure 2 | Progress toward 1.5˚C-aligned 2030 benchmarks

Source: Systems Change Lab, “State of Climate Action 2021.”
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The good news is that we have a clear understanding of the puzzle pieces that must be put together to
catalyze and sustain the transformational change that is required. Indeed, for each of the 40 indicators
assessed, the report also outlines the required shifts in supportive policies, innovations, strong
institutions, leadership, and social norms that are needed to unlock further progress. To build and
nurture these enabling environments, governments must work proactively alongside the private sector,
civil society, and citizens to ensure that the necessary levers and drivers are in place.
We also know definitively that the economic and social co-benefits that will accompany these
transformations are enormous. Indeed, transitioning to the economy that we know we need to close the
emissions gap will greatly improve human health, create more jobs, boost growth and competitiveness,
preserve biodiversity, and more.
The imperative of U.S. leadership
As the world’s largest economy, responsible for more cumulative carbon emissions than any other
country, 24 the United States has both the obligation and the ability not only to decarbonize its own
economy, but also to influence other countries to do the same. The Biden Administration took a strong
first step by committing the United States to reduce emissions by 50 to 52 percent from 2005 levels by
2030. This target is both ambitious and achievable, but it will not implement itself. There are three
things that Congress can do to help.
First, Congress should pass ambitious legislation to cut greenhouse gas emissions and deliver on our
pledge to halve emissions by 2030. The good news is that recent analysis by the University of Maryland,
RMI, and WRI for America Is All In shows that an “all-in” policy package that leverages state and local
leadership combined with ambitious federal action can cut U.S. emissions by 52 percent by 2030. 25
Achieving these reductions would entail decarbonizing the electricity sector; electrifying and improving
the efficiency of buildings, transport, and industry; and enhancing the carbon storage potential of
forests, farms, and coastal wetlands. A similar analysis by the Rhodium Group found that an extensive,
but non-exhaustive, set of policies could cut emissions by 45 to 51 percent. 26 Key components of an
ambitious climate package – like long-term and enhanced clean energy tax credits and investments in
transportation electrification, natural climate solutions, the equitable deployment of low- and zeroemission technologies, the electric grid, efficient and climate smart buildings, and more – are included in
legislation Congress is considering right now, with relevant provisions in the Infrastructure Investment
and Jobs Act and the Build Back Better Act.
Second, Congress should position the United States to engage effectively in international climate
diplomacy and play a strong role in driving the Paris Agreement forward. One important avenue is for
Congress to build on its successful bipartisan efforts to maintain international funding for clean energy,
forest protection, and resilience. 27 Funding like this supports national security 28 and can help U.S.
Warming is a function of cumulative carbon emissions. Since 1850, the United States has produced far more cumulative
emissions than any other Party to the Paris Agreement – 55 percent more than the European Union, and nearly twice as much
as China (ClimateWatch 2021). This means that the United States bears proportionately more responsibility for warming to
date.
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businesses 29 to benefit from an estimated $23 trillion in low-carbon investment opportunities in
emerging markets, 30 in addition to ensuring that the United States fulfills longstanding international
commitments. The Biden Administration has committed to provide $11.4 billion a year by 2024 in public
finance to developing countries to support climate action, 31 and Congress should appropriate funding to
help deliver on that commitment and ideally go beyond it. Even with the new pledge, the United States
still lags its peers: European Union countries are already delivering more than double the amount of
international climate finance as the United States has pledged to provide by 2024, even with a combined
economy three-quarters the size. 32 Such funding is a strategic investment that pays dividends by
reducing the severity and costs of climate impacts at home and abroad.
Finally, while ambitious near-term actions are possible with existing technologies, further innovation in
clean technology can broaden our options for ultimately driving net global emissions down to zero,
which we must achieve around mid-century to limit warming to 1.5°C (2.7°F). Innovation can also
reduce costs and improve the competitiveness of U.S. businesses. Therefore, Congress should ramp up
research and development funding across the power, transport, buildings, industry, and land sectors, as
well as technology-based carbon removal. 33 Investments in these priorities are also a part of the
Infrastructure and Build Back Better legislation currently moving through Congress, which include
important provisions on direct air capture, industrial decarbonization, clean hydrogen, addressing
aviation emissions, and research and development.
The U.S. economy will benefit from bold climate action. Many studies have found that strong U.S.
climate action is consistent with long-term economic growth and a healthy job market. 34 Forty-one U.S.
States grew their economies while reducing energy-related CO2 emissions from 2005-2017. This includes
states in all parts of the country, including Maryland and Maine in the Northeast, Alabama and Georgia
in the South, Indiana and Ohio in the Midwest, and Alaska and Nevada in the West. 35 In 2020, renewable
electricity employed 517,000 Americans and an additional 2.1 million Americans worked in energy
efficiency jobs. 36 Renewable energy, energy efficiency, and ecosystem restoration create multiple times
as many jobs as the fossil fuel sector per each $1 million invested in the United States. 37 Other lowcarbon sectors are job creators, too. For example, investments in public transit, walking, and cycling
create more jobs than investments in highways. New renewable energy power is increasingly cheaper
than existing fossil fuels. Eighty-six percent of U.S. coal-fired power plants in 2021 are more expensive to
keep operating than it would be to build new renewables, 38 and even nearly a third of U.S. gas-fired
power plants units are lossmaking. 39 High fuel prices mean even more may become uneconomical.
29
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Further, through intentional policy design and targeted investments, benefits of climate action can
contribute to an equitable clean energy transition that builds prosperity across society, by guiding
funding to communities that are historically and currently marginalized, discriminated against, or
disadvantaged. This is already a priority being implemented by President Biden’s administration through
the Justice40 Initiative and their commitment to 40 percent of the overall benefits from federal climate
investments flowing to disadvantaged communities. 40
Conclusion
Congress has a once-in-a-generation opportunity to start delivering on these needs now, by realizing the
Biden Administration's Build Back Better Agenda and passing into law both the climate-smart spending
in the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act and the essential climate investments under consideration
in the Build Back Better Act. Further, establishing a well-designed carbon price could drive additional,
long-term emissions reductions economy-wide and demonstrate the U.S. commitment to climate action.
A range of policies, as well as legislative and administrative levers, can drive both domestic emissions
reductions and international ambition. Ultimately, the legislation will be assessed not based on the
specific policy instruments it deploys, but on the extent to which it places the country firmly on a just
and equitable track to meet its climate targets.
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